Permutation methods are very useful in several scientic elds. They have the advantage of making fewer assumptions about the data and of providing more reliable inferential results. They are also particularly useful in case of high-dimensional problems since they easily account for dependence between tests, thereby allowing for more powerful multiplicity control procedures. Indeed, Westfall and Young's min-p procedure often improves on the Holm procedure by providing more rejections. The advantage of being able to make fewer assumptions about the process generating the data unfortunately involves an inherent limitation in the way a process can be modeled (e.g. through multiple linear models). In this work, we propose a permutation (and rotation) method which allows the inference in the multivariate linear model even in the presence of covariates (i.e. nuisance parameters, i.e. confounders). Also, the method allows for the immediate application of the min-p procedure. We make clear how permutations are a particular case of rotations of the data. Permutation tests are exact, while rotation tests retain exactness under multiple-multivariate linear model with normal errors. When errors are not normal, the rotation tests are weakly exchangeable (i.e. approximated and asymptotically exact). A real application to genetic data is presented and discussed.
Introduction
Multiple testing is a subject of great interest for applications in genomics, in which a large number of hypotheses are tested simultaneously. A typical example is a microarray study where the aim is to identify which of a large number of genes are dierentially expressed between two groups of subjects. We will use this gene expression example for concreteness, although it is just one of the many instances of this problem. Microarray studies rarely involve the analysis of independent genes, rather, many dependent genes are analyzed simultaneously. However, well-known corrections for multiplicity are unduly conservative when the genes are strongly dependent, resulting in a loss of power to detect truly dierentially expressed genes. The reason behind this loss of power is that most multiple testing methods do not incorporate the depen-dence structure of the p-values, rather are based on assumptions on this dependence structure. Popular methods for controlling the Familywise Error Rate (FWER) are the Holm's method, developed under no assumptions on the dependence structure, and the Hochberg's method, developed under the assumption that the Simes inequality holds for the p-values corresponding to the true null hypotheses. The same issue remains for methods controlling the false discovery rate (FDR) . A more explicit use of the dependence structure should result in more powerful methods.
As a consequence, it is desirable to capture the unknown dependence structure from the data. In FWER control, one approach control is to use resampling-based methods, already applied widely in practice (Westfall and Young, 1993; Ge et al., 2003) . Notably, the use of permutation-based methods provides an exact nite sample theory, although exchangeability is a key requirement for their validity (Calian et al., 2008; Westfall and Troendle, 2008) .
In a randomized setting, the mechanism of randomization itself ensures that exchangeability holds. In microarray studies, however, random assignment of subjects to groups is not always feasible, and there is the possibility that dierences in expression proles might be due to confounding factors, such age and sex. Besides breaking exchangeability, confounding is a problem in that it biases the associations that are observed in the data (Ghosh, 2008) . For example, if a gene is dierentially expressed between the sexes but not between the two groups being compared, and there is an imbalance in sex in the two groups, then without adjusting for the imbalance in sex, it can happen to wrongly attribute the observed dierence in expression to groups. One simple strategy for adjusting for measured confounders is to include them in a regression model (Heller et al., 2009) .
We consider the multivariate linear model, where multivariate response is the gene expression prole, and the set of covariates is given by the binary group variable, which is of interest for the test, and the age and sex variables, which play the role of confounders. In this multivariate linear model, exchangeability of responses does not hold under a null hypothesis about a null group variable eect. However, it is possible to recover exchangeability of transformed residuals, but only at the cost of a normality assumption (Commenges, 2003) . Accordingly, in the multivariate normal linear model it is possible to nd exact permutation tests.
This result is linked to the theory of rotation tests by Langsrud (2005) , since like permutations, rotations are null-invariant transformations, that is, transformations of the data that do not change its null distribution. Of the two approaches, the former is well known from the theory of permutation tests, but the latter is lesser known and just recently applied in the theory of rotation tests (Buja et al., 2009; Perry and Owen, 2010; Wu et al., 2010) .
However, for low-dimensional normal linear models where the estimation of the covariance matrix is feasible, the practical relevance of having an exact permutation test is limited because a parametric exact solution is applicable. We argue that the importance of rotation-based methods can be enhanced for high-dimensional normal linear models, where in the ever-more-common situation of more responses than observations, we have the advantage that the dependence of the responses can be taken into account.
The proposed approach provides the rotation joint null distribution of the p-values, which can be used as a basis for carrying out exact multiple testing procedures. One such procedure is the permutation method of Meinshausen (2006) , which controls the k-FWER simultaneously for all values of k. By this construction, it becomes possible to extend Meinshausen's method by allowing adjustments for confounders. Furthermore, we demonstrate how the general framework of Goeman and Solari (2011) might be used to uniformly improve Meinshausen's method. The application of the proposed approach to microarrays data represents a considerable renement of the permutation approach proposed by Wagner et al. (2008) . This approach, based on permuting non exchangeable residuals, provides only an approximate solution. In addition, it does not work well with extremely small sample sizes, because enough subjects are needed in each group to be able to calculate sucient permutations.
The proposed approach, in contrast, is based on rotating transformed residuals, retains nite sample exactness when the distribution of errors is multivariate normal, and the number of rotations can be chosen large enough to avoid any problem with granularity of p-values.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we give the formulation of the multivariate general linear model and we discuss . . .. Section 3 ... Finally, Section 6 ... Software to perform the procedures described in this paper is available in the flip R package.
2
Multivariate linear model
Suppose we have a sample of n independent subjects, for which we have an (n × m) matrix of m responses Y and an n × (q + c) design matrix, with c < n. We partition the design matrix into an n × q design matrix X of covariates and an n × c matrix Z of potential confounders. Consider the multivariate general linear model dened by
where B and Γ are (q×m) and (c×m) matrices of parameters of interest and nuisance parameters, respectively. We usually suppose that the rst column of Z equals 1 n , a n-vector of ones, which means that the rst row of Γ contains the intercept terms. The random matrix E is a matrix of errors. We do not assume a distributional form for E, but we specify its rst two moments:
where I n denotes the (n × n) identity matrix and for a random matrix M ∼ (A, B ⊗ C), the notation means that its elements have E(m ij ) = a ij and Cov(m ij , m kl ) = b ik c jl for matrices A, B and C of appropriate dimensions. Since we have assumed independent subjects, the rows of E are independent draws from some m-variate distribution with mean 0 and covariance Σ, where Σ in the microarray setting represents the (m × m) gene-gene covariance matrix.
The univariate linear model for the jth response is
where y j , β j , γ j and ε j are the jth column of Y, B, Γ and E, respectively. Here ε j has mean 0 and covariance σ 2 j I n , where σ 2 j is the jth diagonal element of Σ. We are interested in testing the collection of null hypotheses
and the complete null hypothesis is denoted by
In microarray studies, this general framework looks as follows: m genes are measured in n independent subjects (represented by Y), and the aim is to identify the genes that are associated with some variable of interest, such as a binary or continuous phenotype (represented by X) while taking into account additional subject characteristics, such as sex and age (represented by Z).
We can get rid of the part of the design matrix which is not of interest for the test by projecting the response into Z ⊥ , the subspace orthogonal to the subspace Z spanned by the columns of Z. This can be done by premultiplying both sides of (1) by the projection matrix I n − H, where
HereÊ = (I n − H)Y represents the estimated residuals from the reduced model Y = ZΓ+E, that is, model (1) under H. Wagner et al. (2008) and Zeng et al. (2011) used these type of residuals to obtain permutation tests that have exact signicance levels only asymptotically. In fact, in order to obtain nite sample exactness,Ê should have an exchangeable null distribution, i.e. a null distribution that does not change if we permute the rows ofÊ. Permutation tests' construction can be seen as a special case of the more general randomization tests' construction discussed in Lehmann and Romano (2005) . This construction requires a nite algebraic group of transformations O such that
for every n × n matrix O ∈ O, where`d =' denotes equality in distribution. We refer to this condition as the randomization hypothesis and to such transformations as nullinvariants. The name null-invariants comes from the fact that the transformation of E by O does not change its null distribution. In this construction, OÊ is, intuitively speaking,`look-alike' ofÊ if H is true, and repeat observations are made again and again, the p-values calculated for each, and their joint null distribution is built up. For permutation tests, O is a permutation matrix, that is, a square matrix that have exactly one entry 1 in each row and each column and 0s elsewhere, and all the n! possible permutation matrices form the group O. The randomization hypothesis (5) corresponds to require row-exchangeability ofÊ, i.e. that OÊ has the same null distribution asÊ for every permutation matrix O.
To see the lack of exchangeability ofÊ, note that a necessary condition for (5) to hold is
for every permutation matrix O, which, in general, is not true. This can be seen by looking at the rank of I n − H, which is n − c. We known from Commenges (2003) that I n − H in order to satisfy (I n − H) = O(I n − H)O T must have rank n, n − 1, 1 or 0. The only interesting case is of rank equal to n − 1, which occurs when Z = 1 n , that is, when under H the model contains only an intercept. In this case,Ê = (I n − 1 n 1 n×n )Y and (5) does hold whatever the distribution of Y. The randomization hypothesis may be recovered, but only at the cost of an additional assumption. Write (I n −H) = QQ T according to its eigenvalue decomposition, where Q is a semi-orthogonal (n × n − c) matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues and Q T Q = I n−c . By premultiplying both sides of (4) by Q T , we obtain
where
under H, and in order to achieve the randomization hypothesis for (6), i.e.
for every (n − c) × (n − c) matrix O ∈ O, it is necessary for the null-invariants O to satisfy I n−c = OI n−c O T . It follows that O is the orthogonal group of degree n − c formed by the orthogonal matrices O with O O T = I n−c , which we refer to as rotations.
In addition, it is known that the class of distributions satisfying (7) when O is an orthogonal matrix is the class of left-spherical distributions (Dawid, 1981) . This means that to fulll the randomization hypothesis (7), we need to assume that E is left-spherically distributed.
Because this implies also that E is left-spherically distributed, the gain in generality that ows from allowing any left-spherical distribution for E is somewhat illusory. Indeed, the requirement of independence of observations, coupled with left-sphericity, implies normality, i.e.
As a result, the multivariate normal linear model provides the basis for rotationbased multiple testing procedures with nite sample validity that explicitly account for the correlation structure of the data.
The above results are in agreement with the results of Perry and Owen (2010) and Commenges (2003) . Perry and Owen (2010) showed that the rotations
satisfy (5) if we assume (8), where the (n × c) matrix P comes from the eigenvalue decomposition H = PP T . They proved that in order to satisfy O(I n −H)O = I n −H, O must take the form given in (9). This construction transformsÊ even if its covariance matrix is not of full rank, as opposed to that of Y, but it is essentially equivalent to transform Y, since for transformations O of the form (9), we have Commenges (2003) restricted attention to the nite subgroup of O formed by all the permutation matrices, and showed that by assuming (8), Y has an exchangeable null distribution and thus it is possible to nd exact permutation tests.
Without assuming (8), what we obtain is a weaker form of invariance, that we refer to as second-moment null-invariance, which replaces (7) by
This corresponds to second-moment exchangeability (Commenges, 2003) when O is a permutation matrix.
Multiple testing
A key feature of the rotation-based construction is that it provides the joint null distribution of the p-values which can be used as a basis for carrying out multiple testing procedures. We focus on controlling the k-FWER, that is, the probability of making at least k ≥ 1 false rejections, but simultaneously for all values of k. This consents to the user to choose the number of rejections adaptively while still retaining control over the number of false rejections. We develop our procedure in the framework of Goeman and Solari (2011) , which requires the closed testing procedure (Marcus et al., 1976) . To use the closed testing procedure, we should consider not only the hypotheses H 1 , . . . , H m , but also the intersection hypotheses H J = j∈J H j , where J ⊆ {1, . . . , m} is a non-empty collection of indices.
We demand that two conditions should be fullled. On one hand, we focus on Simes type local tests, by requiring α-level tests for each intersection hypothesis to guarantee a valid closed testing procedure. On the other hand, we require conditions on the critical values, which admit shortcuts for avoiding the calculation of all the 2 m − 1 tests required by the closed testing procedure.
For notational convenience, we will denote Y, X, E and O simply as Y, X, E and O, respectively, keeping in mind that now the number of observations is n − c. Suppose we have a p-value p j for each null hypothesis H j , which depends on Y only through its jth component y j . For example, when q < n − c, we may obtain p j from the F statistic
which follows the F distribution with q, (n−c)−q degrees of freedom when the errors are normally distributed and H j is true.
for every J ⊆ {1, . . . , m}. When the Simes inequality holds for {p j , j ∈ J}, c J k = kα/#J is a valid choice.
However, instead of making assumptions on the correlation structure of the pvalues, we can nd some α-quantile #J) ). This generalizes the Westfall and Young's permutation-based procedure, which locates the α-quantileĉ J of the permutation distribution of the minimum p-value p J
(1) . Note that, as opposed to the univariate case, a whole range of α-quantiles is possible. Any choice of (ĉ J 1 , . . . ,ĉ J #J ) ∈ [0, 1] #J ensuring that the corresponding critical region has size α is valid.
Let O r = {O 1 , . . . , O r } be a nite subset of O consisting of r rotations. Let p j • O b be the p-value obtained from the transformed data O b y j , and
and αr is the largest integer less than or equal to αr.
Observe that another possible α-quantile of the rotation distribution of
is the α-quantile of the rotation distribution of p J (1) . This corresponds to the Westfall and Young's procedure.
In order to check condition (11) with c J k equal toĉ J k in (12) or toĉ J in (13), we need to generalize the randomization hypothesis to all subsets of hypotheses because Y and O b Y need not have the same distribution if only a subset {H j , j ∈ J} of the hypotheses is true. Let Y J be the (n − c) × (#J) matrix consisting of the columns y j , j ∈ J.
The important point here is that for the subset of the data Y J that is used for the calculation of {p j , j ∈ J}, the randomization hypothesis holds:
for every J ⊆ {1, . . . , m} and every b ∈ {1, . . . , r}. This implies the universal null-invariance condition, which says that the joint distribution of the p-values of the true null hypotheses and their transformations by O r is not altered by another
for every b ∈ {1, . . . , r} and every b ∈ {1, . . . , r}. It follows from Theorem 2 in Goeman and Solari (2010) that the local tests with c J k equal toĉ J k in (12) or toĉ J in (13) are α-level tests.
Shortcuts
A valid closed testing procedure can be made on the basis of these local tests, but it becomes computationally intractable because it requires 2 m − 1 rotation tests to be performed. We focus on rejecting hypotheses that have p-values smaller than a threshold value λ, that is, hypotheses with indices in R λ = {j : p j < λ}. For a chosen λ, the multiple testing procedure returns a lower bound f α (λ) for the number φ(λ) of false hypotheses among R λ , which satises
The important thing to note is that the condence statement is simultaneous over all choices of λ, and consequently such threshold value can be chosen post hoc rather than a priori. By choosing λ, the user determines the number of rejections, and #R λ with the largest λ such that f α (λ) > #R λ − k holds gives the maximum number of rejections preserving k-FWER control. In this way the user can compute the maximum number of rejections allowed with k = 1, . . . , m and choose the value of k he or she likes best while maintaining k-FWER control.
We require the critical values to depend only on the cardinality of J and not on J itself, i.e.
and to satisfy
When the critical values satisfy both (14) and (15), we have the shortcut
where S r = max{s ≥ 0 : p (r) ≤ c m r−s } if such s exists, -1 otherwise. Note that the choice c J k = c k for any given c 1 ≤ . . . ≤ c m , fulls both (14) and (15) for every k and J.
Meinshausen (2006) considered
in (12), which, by construction, ensuresĉ 0 k ≤ĉ J k for every k and J and guarantees a valid, though conservative, local test. The corresponding lower bound for the number of false hypotheses is
where Westfall and Young (1993) considered in their single-step procedure c J k =ĉ 0 whereĉ 0 =ĉ {1,...,m} in (13), which, by construction, ensuresĉ 0 ≤ĉ J for every J. In this case we have
that is, we can be condent that by rejecting the rst #R λ hypotheses that have the smallest p-values, we have at least #R min{λ,ĉ 0 } correct rejections. This is because the single-step procedure rejects the hypotheses H j , j ∈ Rĉ0 with familywise error control, thus all these rejections are correct rejections with probability at least 1 − α. However, it is well-known that the Westfall and Young's step-down procedure rejects at least as much as the single-step procedure, thus a sharper bound for the number of correct rejections may be obtained. This procedure discards the rejected hypotheses in the previous step and recalculates the α-quantile until any step fails to result in additional rejections. Letĉ i+1 =ĉ M i+1 , i = 0, 1, . . . where M i+1 = {1, . . . , m} \ Rĉi is the collection of indices of hypotheses not rejected after step i. Note that by constructionĉ i+1 ≥ĉ i . At the nal step we have
whereĉ ∞ = lim i→∞ĉ i and #Rĉ∞ is the number of hypotheses rejected by the stepdown procedure with familywise error control.
It is interesting to consider the Westfall and Young's step-down procedure from a closed testing perspective. In the rst step, for every j ∈ Rĉ0, p j <ĉ 0 implies p J (1) <ĉ J for every J j, thus the rejection of all the intersection hypotheses H J with J j. This partitions the set of all non-empty subsets of {1, . . . , m} into {J = ∅ : J ⊆ M 1 } and j∈Rĉ 0 {J ⊆ {1, . . . , m} : J j}, where all the intersection hypotheses with indices in the latter set are rejected. Thus we can reject the rst #Rĉ0 hypotheses with smallest p-values and obtain f α (ĉ 0 ) = #Rĉ0. In the next step, the closed testing procedure may be restarted with the rest of the hypotheses, i.e. H J with J ⊆ M 1 , calculateĉ 1 and obtain f α (ĉ 1 ) = #Rĉ1, where possibly #Rĉ1 > #Rĉ0. This process is repeated until any step fails to result in additional rejections.
The same reasoning may be used to construct a sequential procedure which rejects at least as much as Meinshausen's procedure. Observe that for every j ∈ Rĉ0 1 , p j <ĉ 0 1 implies p J (k) <ĉ J k for at least one k and every J j, thus the rejection of all intersection hypotheses H J , J j. Thus we can reject the rst #Rĉ0 1 hypotheses with smallest p-values and obtain f α (ĉ 0 1 ) = #Rĉ0
1 . In the next step, we discard these hypotheses, we restart the closed testing procedure with H J with J ⊆ M 1 , and we recalculate the α-quantile (ĉ
). This process is repeated until for some
for every j ∈ M i+1 . At the nal step we obtain
The lower bound (17) lies between the Meinshausen's lower bound (16) and the one obtained by the full closed testing procedure. Further renements towards the full closed testing lower bound can be obtained along the lines of remampling-based k-FWER controlling procedures (Romano and Wolf, 2007) , but the algorithm becomes computationally more complex.
Rotation null distribution of P-values
In this section we consider simulated dataset to understand how the dependences are dealt by permutation tests. The problem is bivariate with both test under the null hypothesis :
We compare the rejection regions of Bonferroni method (which does not take in account dependence among p-values) with the min-p method. The former has a region dened by c = α/2, while the latter is based on the joint distribution of sampled (i.e. rotated) p-values and the frontier c is such that Pr H (min(p 1 , p 2 ) < c) ≤ α. Results given in Figure 1 show that the area dened by min-p method is broader than the Bonferroni one. for each patient. Information was available for the following additional covariates: age, sex, multi drug resistance (mdr), the stage of cell dierentiation (stage) and an indicator of whether the chromosome number was larger than 46 (kinet).
The results of Figure 2 compare the rejections of two methods of multiplicity control: the rotation + max-T method discussed here is compared with a parametric linear model followed by a Holm correction. Let note that max-T method is actually the same as min-p, with the only exception that test statistic is based on max-T instead of min-p. This becomes convenient for large dataset, where computation of p-values is time-consuming.
